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The Fine Line

E. Kentucky Fried

'Most of Student's Center'

Check out Dan Hocchaitefs review of Wayne
Watson's latest release. See article on page 3.

LU captures another Division 1 home win. Can
winning ways continue"? See page 6.

Is David's Place properly equipped for the handicapped? See Bruce Stanton's column on page 2.
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70,000 'Pro-lifers' participate
in 16th annual March for Life
By DOUG WAYMIRE
Special to The Liberty Champion

WASHINGTON—Nearly 70,000 pro-life supporters united Jan. 24 to participate in the 16th annual March for Life marking the anniversary of the
landmark Supreme Court decision legalizing abortion.
Addressing the crowd by telephone -loudspeaker hookup, President George
Bush called abortion-on-demand an "American tragedy."
"After years of sober and serious reflection on the issue, I think the Supreme
Court's decision in Roe v. Wade was wrong and should be overturned," he said.
"I think America needs a human life amendment, and I think when it comes
to abortion, there is a better way, the way of adoption—the way of life.
"I promise you that the president hears you now and stands with you in a cause
that must be won. God bless you all, and God bless life."
t he pre2>iucnt' s brief address followed a meeting; between 1S pro-life leaders
and Vice President Dan Quayle, who also assured the group of the incoming
administration's support for their cause.

"There is no greater cruelty than the killing of the babies that
is going on across the country."
- Sen. Gordon Humphrey
Bush's position on abortion has become steadily more conservative over the
past 10 years; and in a 1988 debate with Democratic presidential nominee
Michael Dukakis, he affirmed his pro-life stance, saying he became a staunch
supporter of the anti-abortion movement approximately two years ago.
Still, some pro-life leaders expressed cautious optimism.
"Bush has repeatedly made his commitment to the unborn. Now is the time to
produce," Sen. Jesse Helms (R-NC) said prior to the march.
Nellie Gray, March for Life executive director, expressed a similar attitude,

telling the crowd that the Bush administration must not only use "wonderful
words," but also provide "pro-life action of substance to carry out those words."
Emphasizing the theme "The Pro-Life Job is Ours," Gray told the antiabortion demonstrators that they must unite in order to see legislation outlawing
abortion passed.
"And we at the March for Life expect all honorable people at the court, at the
White House and at the Congress to save all the babies," she said, referring to
the group's support for the Paramount Human Life Amendment that declares
human life to begin at conception and prohibits abortion without exception.
Other proposed congressional amendments are somewhat milder, banning
abortion except in specific cases.
In his speech, Bush did not specify which version of a human life amendment
he favored. During his recent presidential campaign, however, he voiced
opposition to all abortion except in the case of pregnancy through rape or incest
or if the mother's life is enoangereo.
Stalwart Republican Sen. Gordon Humphrey (R-NH) also addressed the
crowd, pledging his continued support for a constitutional amendment to
overturn Roe v. Wade.
"There is no greater cruelty than the killing of the babies that is going on across
the country," he said. "But I'm optimistic because I believe George Bush's
change of heart is sincere. I believe he is as solidly pro-life as he claims."
The New Hampshire senator also shared his belief that the Supreme Court will
soon overturn Roe v. Wade.
"That day is coming," he said. "I can feel it. I can hear it Victory is coming."
Rep. Chris Smith (R-NJ) told demonstrators that the injustice, illogic and
cruelty of abortion is just now becoming apparent.
"In light of the pending Missouri case, it would seem that even the high court,
itself, understands the evil unleashed by its 1973 decision. Only now is America
discovering the hideous particulars of abortion."

continued on page 3

Brown's Rutigliano drawn by a 'unique' LU
By KEITH MILLER
Sports Editor

The last time this man coached a
team, he was the head coach of the
Cleveland Browns. That's right the
NFL's Cleveland Browns!
Now he's settling into a new role as
LU's newest football coach.
But why would a man with NFL experience come to the campus of Liberty University to put together a football team? Recently, theLiberty Champion caught up with Coach Rutigliano
to ask him this and many other questions.
Champion: Why did you come to
Liberty?
Sam Rutigliano: It was really quite
simple. I've had a lot of opportunities,

both at the college and pro level to get
back into coaching and the chemistry
just wasn't right. Liberty opened the
door, and I really felt that God led me
to this ministry. Liberty is a unique
university.
Champion: You were very successful outside of coaching. Why would
you want to get back into coaching?
SR: Coaching is the one thing that
energizes me. It's where my talents lie
and it's something I do well. I didn't
have to getback intocoaching. I worked
for ESPN, NBC, did 55 to 60 speaking
..engagements a year and worked with
FCA (Fellowship of Christian Athletes). Yet, coaching is in your blood
and deep down, you always want to be
a coach.
Champion: You mentioned Liberty
was unique, what is unique about it?

SR: This ministry is based on Jesus
Christ. This ministry has a vision to
make an impact on the world whether
through music, sports or wherever the
Lord is leading. That's exciting. Everything else is nothing.
Champion: What are your short range
goals?
SR: To get into the Southern Conference within the next two to three years
and maybe five years down the road
move up to the next level.
Champion: What impact will the new
stadium make on Liberty football?
SR: A tremendous impact. There are
three things the new stadium will do.
One, it will excite the community and
give them something to get excited
about. This is a major point because
we need to get the community involved. LU is a tremendous asset to the

community and we need to get the
community behind us like UVA does
in Charlottesville. Next, it will be easier
to schedule games with other teams
because we will play on campus and
not at City Stadium. The astroturf will
help as well. Lastly, with an on-campus stadium, more of the students will
be able to attend the games without
having to leave campus.
Champion: What type of athletes are
you looking for?
SR: Besides looking for athletes who
can play at this level, we will be looking for spiritually based, Christ-centered athletes who want to have discipline. We don't want to be baby-sitters, so we will be looking for the
Christian athletes.

1,000 students celebrate
opening of David's Place
By ALLISON TROY
Champion Reporter

Almost 1,000 students attended the celebration of the new student
center, David's Place, last Sunday night
"Everyone seemed to love it There were no negative comments, just
some tips from the students," Kurt Voggenreiter, vice president of
student activities, said.
The center, named for David De Moss, a well-liked student who died
in an automobile accident almost three years ago, offers a 350 seat
theaterwitha lOfeetx 10feetscreen,fourtelevision rooms, snackbar,
video games, pool and ping-pong tables and aerobics classes. Private
parties can rent out the center after hours. There is a conference room
available for campus organizations at no charge.
Managers and Assistant managers have been hired for the center.
There will be no R.A.s on patrol, said Kurt.
The gravel entrance will be leveled in a week or so and pavement will
be completed in the next couple months. Until then, students will have
to drive carefully around the potholes.
The center closes 30 minutes before curfew.

continued on page 3

Senior dorms lacking adequate
parking, necessary amenities
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Champion Reporter
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Artist's conception - Construction on the new 10,000 seat arena will begin early this year

SGA Senate reconvenes, discuss status of resolutions
By WYANN SCHROEDER
Special lo The liberty Champion

The Liberty University Student
Senatemet for its first regular meeting
last Thursday.
As the first order of business, Chairperson Amy Hubbard announced the
status of two resolutions that had passed
Senate last semester.
The first - a resolution requesting
Uut alternative tuition plans be considered by the administration.
The resolution, sponsored by Senators Anthony Perrone and Kristi
Bryant, stated that tuition would be

raised for incoming students, and as
these students made progress towards
graduation, their tuition would be
gradually lowered so that as a senior,
they would pay a lower tuition rate
than as a Junior.
The other resolution - an amendment
to the Student Government Association bylaws - was rejected by the Executive Committee. There was much
confusion in the Senate over the effect
of the resolution. Senator Tom Malone
said, "The resolution made little sense
to me."
After much discussion, Hubbard declared the resolution dead. This reso-

lution was sporsored by Senator Dana
Forsythe.
Other resolutions considered by the
Senators during the meeting were: (a)
a resolution to put more benches around
academic buildings, and (b) a resolution to allow disabled vehicles to
remain on campus, without being
towed away by security.
After some minor changes, both of
these resolutions, which were sponsored by Senator Steven Stone, passed
the Senate.
The Senate will meet again Thursday
to graduate members now in training.

LU seniors are in the new dorms now,
but still do not have some of the other
amenities of life such as individual
room telephones, adequate parking
facilities or completed sidewalks and
landscaping.
Construction on the last two of the
four new senior dorms at the South end
of LU's campus was completed over
Christmas break, providing a capacity
of 460 senior students.
Two hundred and two senior men
now occupy dorms 31 and 32, Brad
Smith, LU Dean of Men, said and 169
girls occupy dorms 29 and 30, Debbie
Young, Dean of Women, said.
A combination laundry room and telephone-switching center, housed in a
separate building, has also been constructed at the west side of the girl's
parking lot.
According to John Baker, head of LU
auxiliary services, the delay in getting
phone service to the dorms is due, in
part, to a lack of electrical service to
the building.
A spokesperson for Appalachian
Power Co., the local utility respon-

sible for providing electric power to
the campus, said Thursday that the
laundry room facility had been approved by inspectors on Jan. 23, and
that it typically took from one to two
weeks for power to be connected after
a passed inspection takes place
The dorms are being wired to provide
telephone and computer access and
cable television.
Baker said there would be only "one
phone per room at this time," even
though telephone numbers for seniors
sharing the same room appear to be
different in the newly published campus telephone directory.
Jerry Smith, head of LU telephone
services, confirmed that only one telephone would be installed in each room
and attributed the inconsistent numbers to unverified information provided to the publisher of the directory
in order to meet a September publishing deadline.
However, Smith did say that future
plans are for each room to have two
telephones and access for two computer terminals. Smith also said,'The
conduit containing fiber-optic cables
from dorm 13 has been buried and the
equipment for the switchboard center

is here."
He estimated the project could be
completed by mid-February, but
warned, "there are many variables
involved and an exact date is not
known."
Wendy Holding, who lived in dorm
26 last semester and now lives in dorm
29, said of the new building, "I'm very
pleased with it, and there seems to be
plenty of room."
Renee Rankin, dorm 31, said,
"They're very nice, but some of the
details such as telephones, doorlocks
and towel racks seem to have been
rushed through."
Seniors are expected to clean their
own suites, rooms and bathrooms,
whereas other dorm bathrooms are
taken care of by campus services.
"They're very nice and quiet, but I
think someone should clean the quads
and we need more parking," Doug
Dwigins, dorm 32, said.
Currently there are 117 parking spaces
for the new dorms, leaving many of its
residents with a long walk.
According to John Baker, future plans
are to limit parking in the lot between
dorms 25-26 and 29-30 to junior Ju J
senior parking only.
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Bush asks
for help
from God
at address

Ronald Reagan l e a v e s the WMtehouse to become the h i g h e s t paid
"..Where the spirit of the Lord is.
there is Liberty."

commercial spokesman e v e r . . .

—II Corinthians 3:17

Editorial
Library needs to head list of
future construction projects
R ulldozers, landmovers, and dumptrucks. Construction
equipment has begun to invade the LU campus as the
university prepares to start tens of millions of dollars of
construction.
A 10,000 seat fieldhouse and a 13,000 seat stadium will undoubtedly add distinction and class to LU's
current athletic program.
W e are excited and grateful for the two new structures, but w e are also concerned about much needed facilities for the academic realm of the university - especially
for the library, which is the heart of this and any other university.
A comparison of our library with those at other
Christian universities yields the following:
• Taylor University, a small Christian, liberal arts
university in Upland, Ind., (enrollment 1,625) recently
completed construction of a $5.5 million two-story, three
level library. The stately library houses over 150,000
volumes in its 61,000 square f e e t The TU library also
contains 63 microcomputers for student use. University
officials stated that the new library "greatly improved the
academic tone on campus."
• Cedarville College (enrollment 1,879) located in
Cedarville, Ohio, is also a small Christian, liberal arts
college. Cedarville recently completed construction of a
two story 66,000 square foot library to house its collection
of 112,000 volumes. Cedarville's library contains two
media supported classrooms, various study rooms and a
video studio. Cedarville's administration agreed that the
new library "certainly improved the academic atmosphere
on campus."
• With approximately 7,000 students, Liberty's
library houses 283,831 volumes (100,000 of which are on
microfiche) in its 37,000 square foot facility. Liberty's
library devotes 5.3 square feet of library space to each
student while other colleges which have significantly
smaller budgets have over 32 square feet for each student
Hopefully, in the near future, Liberty's library will
grow. W e are thankful to have a library. W e also realize
the great financial undertaking it will be to add on to our
present one.
With LU's enrollment increasing every year, the
campus will be continually be expanding. The administration has expressed that the library expansion is a priority.
And it will be here in due time.

It was a morning
like no other. As
the sun soared
into die sky, it
seemed that God,
in His infinite
grace, smiled
down upon America. The air was
crisp and die weather was like spring.
No other morning could have been
quite appropriate for what was about
to transpire.
Rebirth.
Hope.
Change.
These were die words on many minds
that day as die reigns of leadership
passed from one hand to anouicr. nicy
were on my mind as well.
As our new leader walked to die
stand where he was to deliver his
inaugural address, he did something
"TRY PLEDGE J ANO
MA-YBE YOU CM/ KEEP
peculiar. He paused for a moment to
bow his head. He asked for die Lord
to impart to him die wisdom he needed
in order to guide our nation.
But here was a man whom many had
called weak, whom many had called
insincere, whom many had called too
liberal to guide our nation.
Yet here was a man who placed God
first
The Reagan years are over, and the of economic reRonald Reagan upon die world was die Just a few days later at die March for
former president is riding off into the covery in U.S.
attitude of cooperation we saw from Life, Bush addressed die pro-life
sunset. He is praised by conservatives history.
die Soviets when they signed die 1987 crowd. Never had anyone heard such
and disliked by liberals.
Finally, die forINF Treaty.
a promising pro-life speech from a
With those eight years now history, I mer president imWith all of die positive results of die national leader, let alone a President
believe it is fair to assess Reagan.
pacted die nation
Reagan years, there have been disapIt was during thistimedial America
As Christians, we often use the phrase by building a conservative Supreme pointments as well. Although 50 learned what mattered most to our
"the greatest president since Abraham Court
Americans came home on Inaugura- new President.
Lincoln" to describe Reagan.
Internationally, the U.S. position with tion Day, 1981, eight other Americans God.
Well, that's partially true.
Family.
her allies reached a peak as America were taken hostage in die last eight
. .-,..,.„
Ronald Reagan took over the reins of took full leadership of die West by re- years. This increase in terrorism over
Values.
the Carter "malaise." America's building her defenses. Not a single die past eight years is die greatest blemThese were die tilings that once
morale had hit its lowest point since inch of land has been lost to die hands ish on die Reagan presidency.
made America a great nation.
the Great Depression. Americans were of communist influence.
These are die things that would keep
Disappointments remain at home,
held hostage in Iran. We had high
In fact, America under Ronald Re- also. We have a $3 trillion public debt America distinct.
inflation, high unemployment and we agan did everything in her power to and a shameful trade deficit. Abortion
And as all of us stand in awe of die
lost ground to communist Russia assist freedom fighters in countries has gotten a lot of talk but no signifi- majestic display of die transfer of die
around the globe.
split by communism - Nicaragua, cant action during die Reagan years.
reigns of power, let us give thanks
Then Reagan entered die scene and Angola or Afghanistan.
But, overall, Ronald Reagan has been t ha t it is being passed to a man such as
partially cured the malaise.
The results speak for themselves. In die best president for this crucial time George Bush.
His biggest domestic success was the last yearof the Reagan presidency, in America's history. He leaves a great
Mr. President, keep up die good
increasing the overall sense of pride die Soviets began pulling out of Af- legacy with continuing results.
work.
and patriotism Americans had in their ghanistan; and Cuba pulled out of
country. Also, we saw die Reagan tax Angola.
Curt Olson is a staff columnist for
Anthony F. Perrone is a staff colcuts, tax reform and die longest period The most significant contribution of The Liberty Champion
umnist tor The Champion.

The Reagan years

Eight years of achievements and disappointments

'White man's religion' spreads to Jicarilla Apache Indians; Christ shared through a living testimony
people were grateful and diankful; buttiieyhadtiieirown
ways of belief. Today many of die tribal ceremonies and
sacred festivities are still a big part of die Indian life.
Like anywhere else, die need of any man is a spiritual
need. Since die time I became a Christian in 1983, die
number of converts in my tribe has gone up. Before men,
many of the churches had kept die good news of salvation
inside die walls of their churches. Intense evangelism had
Since this time, many Indians have learned about Jesus not been a part oftiieirteachings, and only a few people
Christ; and many denominational churches have sprung came to know Christ each year.
up. During 75 years of die "whiteman's religion," die Indian
Today, some 5 years after my conversion, many of my

Around 1912, die Dutch Reformed
Church of America sent missionaries
to die Jicarilla Apache Indians. The
Indians were introduced to Christianity through die efforts of tiiese men
who traveled on horseback to campsites.

people have come to know Jesus Christ as their Savior and
Lord.
Being a verbal and aggressive witness for die Lord has
brought opportunities my way to stand in front of my
people and tell diem about Christ's love for diem.
Sometimes I have been invited to speak at a family gathering, at a public meeting and even in die public schools.
Several family members and leaders of my government
have become Christians because I have allowed Christ to be
die total focal point of my life.
Though witchcraft was once used against me by die tribal

Six steps toward having a stupendous semester at LU
I know that
you're all still
cherishing those
wonderful memoSimmons
ries of holiday joy
.- turkey sandwiches, exchange lines and your favorite "stay-too-long" relatives. But I
tiiought I'd remind you tiiat a brand
new year and semester are underway.
Therefore, as part of my duty to LU
and mankind in general, I have compiled a list of practical pointerstiiatI

Jeff

hope will help you have a healdiy and
productive semester.
For all those who for some reason
wish to have a simply rotten year, stop
reading now and use this article to
mark your place in that ever popular
book l Waa a PcssimistOkay, here goes:
1. Change your sheets. Yes, they
do come off with only die simplest
hand tools and can easily be replaced
witii new ones. Besides, what would
your mom think?

2. Make an effort to attend enough cially if you jog the 60 miles from die
classes so that you can at least know
P-llot
what you're failing.
6. Finally, and perhaps die most
3. Get involved socially. In other practical suggestion, worship God in
words, guys, ask the girls out Girls,
die chapel and not under your bed.
accept Who knows? Your life-long
I hope that this bit of sage wisdom
mate may be the one you hit at the
has been useful. At least, if applied
intramural lentil tossing championship. correctly, it'll make a great book4. With respect to number one, mark.
change the pdlowcases.
5. Try to engage in some type of
physical exercise. Being late for curJeffrey Simmons is a guest colfew can help you in this area - espe- umnist for The Champion.

Liberty University acts as your home away from home
Here you are >t
:Liberty University.
You may have been
planning this for
along time or you may
have just decided to
come here. Either
way, you've made it
here and I am glad.
Coming to Liberty was a big step for you.

You've turned a major comer in you life
and maybe you're not feeling so sure
about ihis move. You could even be having second throughts. But don't worry,
many new students experience those feelings. They're perfectly understandable.
After all, it's a whole new environment to
geot used to. There are new schedule s,
studies, people, places, rules and regulations to adjust to.

College life is different from being at us thetimeto sit down together and talk,
home. For the first time in your life, per- in die next several issues of The Liberty
haps, you are away from your family and Champion I will be writing my advice to
friends. But you'll have to opportuintiy to you in a series of letters with you in m ;ind,
meet a lot of people here and to make some as seen through the eyes of students who
good friends.
have traveled mis pain before you. I will
All of this may seem a bit overwhelming, attempt to explain life at Liberty and die
but remember this -1 want Liberty to be pursuit of your happiness.
your home away from home.
Since our busy schedules will not allow Dr. Guillermin is president of LU.

medicine people in my tribe, God proved to be my source
of protection and power.
Widiout my knowledge,tiiesemedicine people had combined their forces in an attempt to getridof me. It was after
they failed thai one of them asked me what I believed in. I
told himtiiatit was the power of Jesus Christ, andtiiathe
too should believe in Him.
Thoughtiiatperson has not made a decision for Christ,
my light will continue to shine for my Lord Jesus Christ
Reynard Vaktez is Religion Editor for The Champion.
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Watson's latest release walks 'Fine Line*
Wayne Watson has been in the
"I ':"!
.!
..........„,,,, .
contemporary Christian music indusM|I»B
try for many years now, releasing
albums which have all had songs
appear on the CCM charts at one time
By Dan tlocchftlttr
or another.
His songs overflow with encouragement, conviction, praise and love humility. Watson is the type of man
for his family— one group he always that would give you the shirt off his
enjoys bragging about.
back. The vast majority of CCM
After seeing Wayne Watson in musicians are like that, but in my
concert two times and having the view, the trait shows all the more in
chance to talk with him once, I have Watson.
noticed one great thing about this
That characteristic can also be seen
man, and I commend him for it— his in his albums. Wayne Watson docsn' t

Christian

L

have huge displays at the local Christian book store advertising his new
releases. To be honest, I never had
any idea he was releasing a new album until I saw it sitting on the shelves
and a small poster in the window.
But somehow his songs are always
hits, always heard over the airwaves,
always in the mainstream of the industry.
His newest release, "The Fine Line"
has some interesting approaches to
those songs— through the lyrics. His
ideas are clearly portrayed; there's
no wondering about what he is try ing

to say. And, he expresses those ideas
in very creative ways.
For example, there's the first cut
"Long Arm of the Lord'' (Catch the
little play on words yet?).
"Yesterday's News" is another instance where Watson compares the
unfortunate parallel people sometimes draw up between Christ's death
and hitting a dog with a car. "At first,
there's that sinking feeling, then
remorse, helplessness," Watson
writes, "But time is often a balm for
the conscience."
He concludes, "Society's

emergencies.. .come and go, but I dare
not lose the grief nor the gratitude
over the fact that the Son of God died
for me."
Watson uses the same instruments
he used in previous albums, but this
time he introduces a rather interesting arrangement with a harmonica in
"That's Not Jesus."
I had a few quibbles with the production of a couple of songs, however. In "Long Arm of the Lord," he
obviously wanted to set a Western
mood to it (The song even starts with
two sets of footfalls crunching a dirt

March for Life
continued from page 1
America di scovering the hideous particulars of abortion."
"The pending Missouri case" Smith
referred to involves an invalidated
Missouri anti-abortion law that the
"Supreme Court agreed in mid-January to review.
The law declares human life to begin
at conception and also bans the use of
public facilities for any abortion not
necessary to save the mother's life.
Furthermore, the law prohibits the
use of taxpayer money for encouraging or counseling women to have an
abortion and requires doctors planning to perform abortions on older
fetuses to first determine whether they
are capable of surviving outside the
womb.
The law was invalidated last July by Artist's conception - Liberty University's new football stadium will be constructed this spring and summer. It will be ready
an appeals court However, at the for LU's first game against Edinboro. The stadium will one day be expanded to seat 35,000 people to meet NCAA Division
Justice Department's request, the 1 attendance requirements.
Supreme Court has agreed to review
the lower court ruling; and pro-lifers
see it as a potential springboard for
overturning Roe v. Wade.
Arguments in the case will be heard
die talent of a Bradshaw or an Anderson,
program
you
this spring, with a decision expected continued from page 1
play like he did for so long. That is really
believe
in,
like
die
by July.
satisfying to see as a coach because so
Christian
atiiletes.
Notre
Dames,
Penn
Pro-life leaders say the high court's
Champion:
What
type
of
play
can
we
exmany players don't come close to utilizStates
andprograms
willingness to examine the Missouri
pect
of
die
Flames
next
year?
ing dieir talents.
diat
graduate
dieir
case, however, is just the most recent
SR:
On
defense,
we
will
play
a
tiiree-man
players
and
stand
Champion: What can we expect for next
indication that die nation is on the
line,
widi
a
lot
of
nickel
backs.
We
will
be
for
what
college
season?
threshold of enacting a human life
very aggressive and physical. I like diat type athletics are all
amendment
of game.
about Stay away
Rutigliano
SR: We have a good group of seniors
Abortion foes are also buoyed by
and
they'll be some tilings we can and
On
offense,
we
will
use
a
pro
set
widi
a
lot
from,
die
programs
diat
have
problems
the success of the Operation Rescue
with
drugs,
alcohol
and
things
like
cannot
do. I won't be able to come in here
of
motion.
We
will
try
to
confuse
defenses
movement. The group claims that
and
win
games just because I'm Sam Ruby
shifting
and
running.
We'll
be
exciting
to
that
since May, police have arrested aptigliano;
I'll have to earn my way. I need
watch.
Champion:
What
is
your
greatest
satisproximately 15,000 people for acts
to
expand
and grow just like die next guy.
faction
in
coaching?
Champion:
You've
been
at
die
top
of
your
of non-violent civil disobedience.
I
do
know
tiiis is a fun and exciting
profession.
What
type
of
advice
would
you
SR:
To
see
a
guy
maximize
his
talent.
A
In feet, shortly after the March for
opportunity
and
I can't wait to get
guy
like
a
Brian
Sipe
(quarterback
of
die
give
to
kids
who
want
to
get
into
coaching?
Life began, police arrested 153 people
started.
Browns)
who
doesn't
anywhere
near
have
SR:
I
would
say
get
involved
in
die
kind
of
outside a nearby abortion clinic and
charged them with blocking a passageway.
Right-to-life voters in Michigan and
Colorado achieved still further success in November's elections when
they succeeded in cutting their state's
abortion funding. And in Arkansas,
voters enacted a rare human life
amendment of their own.
Leaders of the pro-life movement
see these events as an indication of
even better things to come.
"I mink we might finally see the
right to set a pro-life course given
back to each individual state," Rep.
Barbara Vucanovich (R-NV) said at
the noontime rally on die Ellipse, a
grassy area across from the White
House.
After die opening rally, marchers
proceeded along Constitution AveEnroll i n Hills G r a d u a t e
nue to the Supreme Court and on to
Training P r o g r a m s
the Capitol, where they were encourCome join a healthy,
aged to lobby their congressmen for
growing
chain of over
a human life amendment
200
discount
department
Leading die procession of pro-life
stores
spanning
advocates were marchers bearing 16
14 central and
white coffins—one for each year since
eastern states
the historic 1973 decision. Each coffin listed die approximate number of
Career
abortions performed diat year.
Advancement
' As die pro-lifers approached die
Program
steps of die Supreme Court, diey were
We look for performers
met by approximately 20 abortion
and we give you the tools
advocates who silendy held signs
you'll need to perform
reading, "Keep Abortion Legal."
well... like one of the
: U.S. Capitol Police reported no viomost respected and
lence or arrests in connection widi
successful training
die march.
programs in the

Rutigliano

street as though two cowboys are approaching each other for the draw, although it first sounded like my stereo
was eating the tape until i figured out
what it was).
»
However, he attempts to go into a "The
Good, the Bad, and die Ugly" style sound,
which made the production carry an
almost oriental setting. Another instrument choice or even a person actually
whistling would have sounded better:
But overall, I give the album a good
note. Afew production flaws can't overcome the originality and creativity in
"The Fine Line."

LIGHT ministers
in Mexico City
during break
By REYNARD VALDEZ
Religion Editor

The LIGHT Kids International Team ministered in Mexico
City, die world's largest city, over Christmas break from Jan.
9-18.
LIGHT Kids worked with former SMITE singers Edwin,
and Anita Hoagland along widi missionary Mark Williams.
Team members met widi missionaries and nationals active
in die ministry for a panel discussion. They were able to ask
questions to gain insight and information of die missions work
in Mexico City, said Claude Dallas, Urban Outreach Director:
atLU.
The population of die city is 60 percent young people. City
people tend to be more receptive to die gospel thantiiosefrom,
smaller villages because mere is less family pressure to remain;
Catholic, die traditional religion.
Mexico City presently has a population of 20 million, and by
die year 2,000 it will have as many as 35 million.
Pastor Herrera Sanchez Marcos, a former Catiiolic priest,
together widi Rev. Mark Williams hosted team members indie homes of nationals who were members of die Iglasia
Biblica Baptist Church.
Communication proved to be die main obstacle to overcome.
The team worked in a vacation Bible school and shared
Christ through die puppet program. During die campaign, 22
decisions were made for Christ and bonds of love were
established between our team and die Mexican people.
"The American group has showed us an example of Christianity. They served us by scrubbing our church floor on dieir
hands and knees. Even though diey were tired, they did dieir
devotions in die morning and night," Pastor Marcos said of the
team.
"God used die team in so many different ways. We had
several opportunities to use a servant's attitude," team
leader Eric Ellis said.

NOW...

LOOKING

What About
The Rest Of Your Life?

for something
new to do for your
favorite
GUY or GIRL..?
send a

. In response to die event, however,
abortion rights organizations
launched an advertising campaign,
placing ads depicting a coat hanger in
newspapers nationwide.
"Some people want to save dieir
souls by spilling die blood of innocent women. That isn't Christianity.
It's hypocrisy. The Church has no
business dictating die policies of tiiis
country," former National Organization for Women President Eleanor
Smeal said at a pro-abortion rally in
Pittsburgh, Pa. held just prior to die
March for Life.
NOW is sponsoring a similar march
for reproductive rights in Washington, D.C. on April 9.

industry. You'll learn everything
from a store's general operations
and merchandising to employee
relations and management development.

to be aired on LU-TV
Shooting Time:
Feb. 3,6-9 pm
Feb. 4,2-6 pm
In the Student Center
Listen to WLBU Radio for free video spots

Loss Prevention
Management
If you have an interest
in law enforcement,
consider a career
in Loss Prevention.
Hills provides
thorough shoplifter
apprehension,
employee training
internal auditing,
front line register
supervision and
training in safety and
emergency procedures.
All non-technical degrees
are accepted. Contact your
placement office for interview
scheduling, and we'll arrange
a meeting with one of our
Personnel Representatives.

We'll be on your campus March 30
Or send your resume to:
Executive Recruiting Dept. NP
Hills Department Stores
3010 Green Garden Road
Aliquippa, PA 15001
Training • Promoting • Growing
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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'Operation Omega' deals with Christ's second coming
ByMEGANBEARDER
Copy Editor

"It was excellent It brought out good
issues," student Sheila Eatterson said
in reference to the King's Players production of "Operation Omega."
the production pricked the consciences of many in the audience. It
undoubtedly left many with thoughts
of the Tribulation and the coming of
our Savior.
Would you stand up for your faith
even if it meant death? Are you
reading the Bible as you should? Do
you attend church with the right attitude? Are you prepared to meet the
Lord when he comes? These questions seemed to emit from the play
and probably stuck in the minds of
those who saw it.
"It really made me think," said student Gina Smith.
Slides depicting the admittance of
the prisoners to the prison and their at-

tempted escape along with accompanying music throughout the play,
proved to be successful in adding to
the intensity and emotion of the scenes.
The actors performed commendably.
Fascists had taken over the United
States and all citizens were required
to sign the World Global Peace Citizens Doctrine. Ten bold, young Christians stood up for Christ and refused
to sign the atheistic treaty.
As a result they were confined to a
simple and gloomy cell, guarded by
several soldiers. The Christians had
six weeks to renounce Christ and sign
the World Global Peace Citizens
Doctrine. Upon doing so, they would
immediately be released. If they still
refused to sign the statement at the
end of the alloted time, they would be
executed.
The prisoners were individually
taken aside and questioned by the
soldiers. The soldiers tried to make
the subjects question their love for

God and lose their respect for their
families. The Christians, however,
recognized their tormenters' intentions. They were also forced to listen
to repetitive anti-God propaganda
tapes.
The prisoners were able to share
their feelings and pray together before their nightly curfew. This is where
the play really hit home with those in
the audience.
One night they resolved to be witnesses to the guards and so began
reciting Scripture. It proved to be a
very pathetic picture. Nathan said,
"We've had the Bible all of our lives
and can't even recitea dozen verses."
They realized then that they had
wasted so much time when they were
free. They appreciated church much
more and discussed how they had
gotten their priorities straight since
taken captive and actually being persecuted for their faith.
That night, one of the prisoners, a

deaf girl, died in her sleep from lack
of medication. A new prisoner, Cory,
was brought in to take her place. The
others assumed he was a Christian,
yet Cory couldn't understand why
they weren' t afraid to die. Nathan told
him, "It's better to die than to betray
Him [Christ]."
An escape from the prison was
planned. The prisoners made it out of
their cell but were shortly recaptured.
Cory had squealed about their escape plan. Conversation revealed that
he was actually a communist plant.

Cory also suggested that Nathan be
removed as he seemed to be the spiritual leader of the group. The soldiers
took the advice and removed Nathan
from the group.
The remaining zealous Christians
were able to witness to the tenderhearted guard, Lucas.
The guards came one night to release Cory, saying that he had signed
the agreement. Cory didn't want to
leave— he wanted to stay with the
Christians and become one of them.
The guards, angered by this, revealed

Cory's true identity and that he was
responsible for Nathan's execution.
Cory, nevertheless, stayed.
The imprisoned Christians were
given a final chance to renounce
Christ and sign the statement, but all
refused. They were to be executed in
the morning.
Taylor, the officer in charge, then
got orders that they were to be executed that night He looked for Lucas
but couldn' t find him— only his hat.
He ran into the cell only to find the
prisoners were gone. The Lord had
come.

Planes, trains, nervous med students
make travel interesting to Lynchburg
Wfell, folks, we're back. (I know—
brilliant observation.) On behalf of
myself, my car and both of my friends
letme be thefirstnobody to officially
welcome all of you back from your
much-needed-and-way-too-short
vacation.
And on behalf of just myself and my
car, let me be thefirstto welcome all
of; you 3090-plus newcomers to this
campus with a warm Liberty University welcome: Hi..
Now, to a Lynchburg resident, one
can always tell when the breaks come
to.a close. The trains, buses, highways, taxis, and planes suddenly begin
tojbulge at the seams. It's that time of
y ejar when students instantly develop
an; incredible art of stuffing everything like new clothes, bulky Christmas gifts, cookware, your girlfriend,
bojoks, tapes, your girlfriend's belongings, souvenirs, posters, sports equipment a Boeing 727, photo albums
anl} other accessories into a 28-inch
Samsonite.
' •"'"'
While waiting for my flight, I even
witched a plane attempt to come in
for a landing. But there was a small
problem, causing the big jet to abort at
thfc last second. Because of the excess
offluggage, its belly was bulging three
feet deeper than the landing gear could
reach (kind of the way Garfield does
when he eats too much) thus disallowing the tires to even touch the
ruhway.
The plane was then forced to make
several passes over the runway while
the co-pilot stood at the baggage entrance and tossed luggage, the weight
ofrwhich was equivalent to that of the
plane itself, out with a forklift to
waiting handlers on the ground. Eventually the plane landed and everyone
was safe. But when the passengers
got off the plane— and this is totally
title—I hearda very hushed "Whew!"
sighing from somewhere among the
rivets.
Planes, however, are really an exciting way to travel. They're somewhat
cqmfortable, their food is somewhat
good and they're extremely fast, unless, of course, you're up against a
hcjad wind, at which the plane is only
able to travel a mere 455 miles an

The H O Story
By Dan Hocchalter
hour.
Returning to Lynchburg, I was unfortunate enough to share a row with
a med student, who looked very nervous about flying. How could I tell?
Well, let's just put it this way: Green
wasn't his color. I never really had the
chance to talk to him because most of
my time was spent wiping his 7-Up
off my camera bag. But one thing I
learned while sitting next to this guy
was never, ever say the words "going
down" on an airplane. The correct
term is "Descending."
I think one of the most disappointing
features of flying is the fact that, when
it came to all the exciting features
down below, I was always on the
wrong side of the plane. For example,
half way between my Missuoula-toSalt Lake City flight the pilot came
over the intercom and announced,
"Ladies and gentlemen, we're at current cruising altitude of 34,000 feet.
And if you look out the left side of the
plane— over near the beautiful sunrise— you'll be able to see the peaks
of the Grand Tetons. On therightside,
beneath the cloud cover, we're currently flying over Boise, Idaho." You'll
never guess which side of the plane I
was on.
Now, relaxing, in theory, can be
found on most of the larger planes.
The idea is you just sit back, close
your eyes and listen to the pilot tell
you that if you were sitting on the
other side of the plane, you'd be able
to see Chicago, Lake Michigan and a
col lision on the Turnpike. This should
call for three carefree hours.
But like always, everything that
should happen doesn't. And the party
pooper in this case is a three-year-old
girl named Stacey, who, as we know,
is aboard every flight there is, including secret reconnaissance missions
over the Persian Gulf. I personally
think the airlines make clones of little
Stacey to keep passengers alert so
they can be directed to major points

liumley challenges for CR post
On Feb. 10 and 11 the LU College
Republicans will be attending the
Vtrgina State College Republican
Convention at the Fairfax Holiday
Injh just outside of Washington D.C.
LU CR president Jim Lumley, a 26
-year-old senior town student will be
" king the position of Vice Chairn of the Virginia State Federation.
"|he Liberty CRs will be occupying
a Holiday Inn executive suite to accombdate those LU students who make

3

the trip. All meals will be served on
Saturday, which will include a continental breakfast a luncheon and a
formal dinner.
The price for the trip, including
transportation, is $50.
All interested people must contact
Jim Lumley at 525-9148, Anthony
Perrone at 525-1518, Curt Diemer
237-2737 or Nancy Bryan at 5823586.
The deadline to sign up is Feb. 4.

SMIDEI
fESVS
LOVTS youi

the plane is flying over. Unless, of
course, you're on the wrong side.
Little Stacey is programmed to only
one word recited in the most spinetingling shrill: "La, la, la, la, la, la, Students enjoy fellowship last week in the new Student Center.
la...."
.. .Stacey, shhh!" (Mom is patient at
first)
"La! La! La! La! La! La!"
"Stacey, be quiet The other passenBy REYNARD VALDEZ
gers are trying to sleep."
available visas.
Religion Editor
"La! La! La! La! La! La! La!"
"We want to hand-carry as many
Then, with patience now history,
Bibles as we possibly can into
good ol' Mom does what any other
Euro' 89, the LIGHT spring break Moscow," Brewer said.
mom would do in cases like this. She campaign will take LU students to
A campaign scheduled for the comswats the kid on the behind and lets Austria, Hungary, Romania, Italy, munist country last spring fell through
the brat bawl for the next 2,000 miles. Switzerland, England, and Russia to because visas were not granted.
Yeah, I thought about taking a bus minister.
"Now we can stand in Red Square
once, This way,
LIGHT Ministries Director Ver- and give the Word of God to the RusI figured, I would be able to see the non Brewer told students in a mid- sian people," Brewer stated.
country firsthand on my four-day week worship service on campus that
As of right now there are at least 75
journey. But then again, I'd probably the opportunity to take Bibles into people who show an interest in going
be on the wrong side of the bus.
Russia was now possible because of the spring break campaign, said David

photo by Barbara Guaoa

LIGHT plans spring break mission to Europe
Parmer, LIGHT Club director.
Preparations for the spring campaign are underway, with meeting
times at 3:30 p.m. on Wednesdays in
Religion Hall 125.
Summer campaigns to Argentina,
Brazil and Chile are set for June 2-23.
Students involved will be working
with missionaries and evangelistic
efforts through LIGHT ministries.
Meetings scheduled for the summer
campaigns meet in Religion Hall 125,
on Tuesdays at 3:30 p.m.
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Tafe your valentine away for unforgettable
evening fittedwith romance and elegance
without leaving Lynchburg.
1

I I

from the moment you step into 77te ^ankjrestaurant
you are immediately transported to another time and
place by the large, magestic staircase, crystal chandeliers,
gold-embellished ceilings and candle lit tables adorned with
fine china andfreshroses, 'Enjoy our chefs specially
prepared entrees and our five star service

Reservations are required. For more information call 847-8100
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Grapplers drop match
to ODU, beat WSSU
By JIMMY JACKSON
Sporti Reporter

Beset by injuries, the Liberty Flames
wrestling team lost a grueling dual
meet Saturday afternoon to Old Dominion University, 34-17.
After beginning the match with a 33 tie courtesy of senior Liberty standout Loren Baum, Flames Chris Everwine and Jeff Greiner lost narrowly at
126 and 134 respectively.
The match climaxed at the 142 weight
class. Flame Roy Roberts and his Old
Dominion opponent were both disqualified after a short skirmish.
The Flames proceeded to lose their
next three matches, but then it was
Shawn Morley's turn Morley, a chiseled 177 pounder who is becoming
one of the top wrestlers in his weight
class in the nation, won handily 19-3.
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Liberty grapplers dropped the final
two decisions.
The Flames were without probable
National qualifier Warren Stewartand
skillful Ron Frank, both out due to injuries. Still, Coach Don Shuler said
he was pleased with the determination of his wrestlers.
In an earlier match, the Liberty University wrestlers began 1989 with style
beating Winston Salem State University 29-12 on Jan. 13.
The match began with a 10 - 3 victory by Loren Baum at 118. Jeff Greiner, a freshman, won at 124, as did
Warren Stewart at 150 and Doug
St.Marie at 167.
Liberty's big men came through as
well with victories by Shawn Morley
at 177 and Matt Mills at 190andBrett
Weaver at Heavy weight. The win
upped the Flames record to 5 - 4.

By CURT OLSON

The LU hockey team picked up two
important wins against the North
Carolina Tar Heels Jan. 21 and 22 at
Vinton.
On Saturday, the Flame •, lost the
battle 4-3, but won the war (the win
and loss column) because of an NCAA
rules technicality.
NCAA rules say that a team should
have 10 skaters and 2 goalies to play,
but they do allow 10 skaters and 1
goalie. If a team does not dress 10
players and at least 1 goalie, then that
team must forfeit the game.
Since UNC had only 8 players

dressed for the game and 1 goalie, the
game automatically went down as a
loss for them, even though in the
actual game played, they had more
points than LU.
On Sunday, the same rule worked as
UNC had only 9 dressed players and
1 goalie. This time LU won 5-4, but
would have automatically won anyway on the UNC forfeit because of the
lack of players.
The Flames are 2-0 for 1989 with the
two UNC forfeits. They are 3-5 in
league play and 5-5 with the two
preseason wins. The Southern Conference Hockey Association takes the
top three teams from each division for
the playoffs.

OFF OFF OFF
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Serving The Lord
with music.
Come and be a
part of this Christian
Service and
experience the joy
of serving
Him in song.

leers win two from North Carolina
Sports Reporter

THE SPRING
GOLD RUSH IS ON!

Order your college ring NOW.
Group meets in
FA 145
M-W-F
@1:20
Can get Christian
Service and/or credit
See Mrs. Pennock
in FA 107

JOSTENS
A M E R I C A S

Date.

Payment Plans Available

PljCg;
Meet with your Jostens representative for full details See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore.
N 73ftCP 526 S Wl

only $3.00
Support your LU FLAMES and
save money in the process!
The following businesses are running promotions with the Flames
sports bottle involving free refills or refills at a discounted price
during the spring semester:
Amoco Food Shop

,ffdH.ymJ£

Crist Motel
First Class Econony
2815 Candler's Mtn. Rd.
Lynchburg, Virginia
24502

Express Lane

8201 Timberlake Rd/

2300 Wards Rd.

Rt. 221 Forest

Waterlick Rd.

Arby's Roast Beef

Hardee's

2210 Wards Rd/

Wards Rd.

2500 Memorial
Seminole Shopping Ctr.

2231 Timberlake
Rt. 29 (Madison Hgts.)

Bonnie & Pattie's Tub O' Cream
Timbrook Square

Little Caesar's Pizza
2511 Memorial

i

Timbrook Square

Captain Munchies
3516 Campbell Ave.

Free limo service
from airport and to
TRBC and LU.

Deposit Required:

Time:

Now available at close-out price for

1-800-423-USAF TOLL FREE

PHONE:
(804) 237-2986

G "*

F L ^ M I S STOATS TOTTL'

Air Force Officer Training School
is an excellent start fo a
challenging career as an Air
Force Officer. We offer great
starting pay, medical care, 30
days of vacation with pay each
year and management
opportunities. Contact an
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School can mean
for you. Call

LIBERTY
RATES

R I N

L

PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK.

HEATED POOL

C O L L E G E

Seminole Shopping Ctr.

Popeye's Fried Chicken
2404 Wards Rd.

Chick-Fil-A
River Ridge Mall

Quick-E-Food
4012 Wards Rd

El Cabritos
Pittman Plaza/

Yellow Submarine

Timberlake Rd.

3313 Old Forest Rd.

IT
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H©TTLE TODAYS

Get refills at all home games for only 60 cents (A 40 percent
savings). Available at all men's basketball games or come
by the basketball office and get yours today!

Support LU Basketball!
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Flames fry Colonels in thriller
ByMARKSHULL
Sports Reporter

The Liberty Flames defeated the
Colonels of Eastern Kentucky 62-61
on Monday night before a packedout Liberty Gymnasium.
LU jumped out to an early 9-4 lead
with hot outside shooting, pressure
defense, and good defensive rebounding. The pressure defense and rebounding gave the Flames many
fast-break opportunities and this
enabled them to extend their lead to
nine, 20-11.
But this did not continue. Liberty
let EKU get back into the game by
allowing easy inside shots as well as
second and third shot opportunities
because of poor rebounding. With
7:41 left in the half, Liberty's nine
point lead had been cut to only two.
Following three point shots by
Rodny Harden (two) and Steve
Farquhar, LU extended its lead to
photo by Donald W. Hayden eight
But, once again post defensive
CHAZ - Charles Richardson drives against an ASU defender.

lapses and poor rebounding by the
Flames kept Eastern Kentucky
close, and at halftime LU led by
only three, 33-30.
As the second half began, Todd
Cline picked up two quick fouls to
give him three, and he had to sit
down. Things did not look good for
the Flames after Liberty turnovers
helped the Colonels to their first
lead since 2-0. E.K.U. extended its
lead to five with a jumper from
Mike Davis, before another three
pointer from Rodny Harden cut the
lead to two.
After a pair of Bailey Alston freethrows tied the game, a turnover by
Eastern Kentucky gave LU a
chance to regain the lead. And,
that's just what they did on a short
jumper by Jeff Baker after a great
pass from Tim Scarborough. The
lead went back and forth until two
more three pointers from Harden
and a jumper from Tim Scarborough put the Flames ahead to stay.
But the game was far from being

decided. Poor free-throw shooting
by Liberty kept the door open for
Eastern Kentucky to win. A steal
and layup by Kirk Greathouse,
foUowed by a free-throw, rebound
of his own missed free-throw, and
field goal by Mike Davis cut the
lead to one, 62-61 with :32 left to
play. EKU had one last chance to
win when they rebounded a missed
Liberty free-throw with :12 remaining on the clock. The Colonels
quickly called time-out to set up
their play selection. Eastern Kentucky got two shots at the basket and
a win, but when the smoke had
cleared, Jeff Baker pulled down the
biggest rebound of his short LU
career and the Flames came away
with a hard-fought victory. Although
Bailey Alston led all scorers with
19, the key to this victory was the
great play of the Flames' bench,
namely, Rodny Harden, Tim Scarborough, Jeff Baker and Mike Coleman. "It was great to get a chance",
said Tim Scarborough.

Jeff Baker added,"It felt great. I
know now that I can do the job."
Rodny Harden was quick to praise
his teammates. "There were many
contributions that the fans won't see
in the stats, such as
Timmy's penetration and Jeffs
defense."
When asked about his three pointers Rodny replied, "Confidence is
the key. If you can come in and hit
your first few shots, the game will
seem alot easier and more fun."
More great news from the LU
bench is the return of Mike
Coleman after being out 10 games
with a stress fracture. "It felt great
to come back. I wasn't sure if I
could but I was glad to get the
chance.", said Coleman.
Coach Jeff Meyer said, " I think
Baker and Coleman were the key to
late in the game. Certainly Rodny
hit some crucial shots for us
throughout the game," said Meyer.
"Bailey led us. We forget sometimes
just what all he does for us."

Mountaineers survive Liberty scare
and that really hurt us because we
haven't had too much game experience against zones."
"Liberty's a young program and as
So often the difference between
winning and losing a basketball game they get further along in their procomes down to the last two minutes. gram, they'll get better."
The game was very tight in the first
Usually the team with more experihalf as no team led by more than five
ence wins down the stretch.
The Flames found out the hard way points. LU'sRodny Harden hita threeJan. 24 losing to Appalachian State, pointer with 50 seconds left and Bailey
Alston hit a lay-up with eight seconds
73-62 at the LU gym.
Liberty was outscored 15-0 in the left to give the Flames a two-point
last 3:39 of the game in dropping their halftime lead.
Appalachian State came out in the
tenth game of the season against six
second half determined to take the
wins.
"I thought the difference in the ball- ball inside and as a result they forged
game was experience down the a seven-point lead with 16:01 to play.
Liberty stormed back behind the
stretch," said ASU Coach Tom Apke.
"I.thought they (Liberty) did a great inspired play of Derrick Williams who
job. They played a 2-3 zone against us ignited the crowd with his defensive

By KEITH MILLER
Sports Editor

play and passing. LU took control of
the game and led by eight on a Williams jumper with just 7:04 to play.
Then ASU started its comeback and
pulled away down the stretch behind
the outside shooting of guards Rodney Peel and Kemp Phillips.
"This game was a good indicator for
our program," said Coach Jeff Meyer.
"Appalachian State is at a level where
we aspire to be."
"ASU showed a lot of maturity, they
didn't come unraveled at the end,"
Meyer said. "We didn't do a good job
in the low post but I felt the quality of
our effort was good. It was a disappointing loss."
Alston led the Flames with 17 points
while Harden added 13 points off the
bench.

photo by Donald W. Hayden

HEMMED IN - Lady Flame guard Kristi Mercer looks for a place to go during the VCU contest.

Lady Flames lose heartbreaker
to VCU after gutsy comeback

lllini remain
number one
By KEITH MILLER

By JEFFREY SIMMONS

Sports Editor

Sports Reporter

The new year is with us and that
means the countdown to Seattle for
this year's Final Four. Who'11 be there
thisyear?Whoknows?Whowould've
picked Kansas to win it all last year?
Since the romp in the Kingdome is
two months away, this is the top 20 as
of this week (and it changes every
week!).
1) Illinois-1 repeat this TEAM WILL
NOT WIN THE NCAA TOURNAMENT! Why? Two words LOU
HENSON!
2) Oklahoma- Mookie & Co. keep
rolling along.
3) Georgetown- As much as I hate to
admit it
4) North Carolina- This team could
book a ticket to Seattle if it doesn't
peak too early.
S) Missouri- Marty Blake, NBA
superscout, says this team has more
talent than any in the country.
6) Duke- Their weaknesses are starting to show.
7) Louisville- With Pervis out, the
Cards have been dealt a severe blow.
8) Arizona- How good is this team?
9) Seton Hall- The Hall has to be a
major surprise team.
10) Florida State- This team will
have to prove itself come March.
11) Iowa- Everybody has kind of
forgotten about this team. I'd hate to
meet it come March.
12) N.C. State- Jimmy V. has a good
mix this year. Will this be a repeat of
'83?
13) Michigan- Another talented team
stuck with a coach who went to the
Guy V. Lewis school of coaching.
14) Syracuse-Will the real Orange
please stand up?
IS) Ohio State- Gary Williams is
building something big here.
16) UNLV- Oklahoma better hope it
doesnt't meet the Rebels in March.
17) Indiana- Bobby is doing his best
job in years.
18) Providence- Is Rick Piunocoaching both the Knicks AND the Friars?
19) West Virginia- Tough to gauge
the Mountaineers.
20) Kansas- Yes, the Hawks are back!
I have to rank them at least once.

Coming off of three straight wins, the Liberty University
Lady Flames basketball team lost a heartbreaker to Virginia Commonwealth University, 77-76, at home on Saturday bringing their record to 7-10.
It was the second time this year a young LU team had
squared off against
the more experienced Division I Lady Rams with the same
result.
Lady Flames Head Coach Mike Goad attributed this
"experience" factor as a key to VCU's win.
"We had plenty of opportunities," he said."It was just a
matter of experience against non-experience."
VCU controlled the opening tip and also the momentum
for most of thefirsthalf.
The Flames were unable to find the rim in the outset,
shooting only 28 percent from the field compared to the
Lady Ram's 47 percent.
Freshman Cheri Yates was able to keep the Flames in the
game with her team leading nine points in thefirsthalf.
LU was down by as much as 11 in the first, but left the
court at halftime trailing by only five.
The Flames returned from the locker room with a new
intensity and a tough full-court press to open the second
half.
"The press definitely helped us get back in the game,"
Goad commented.
LU pulled to within three points just two minutes into
the half on several turnovers by VCU.
But the Lady Rams were soon able to master the press,
and eventually built up an 11-point lead after a basket by
Heather Burik with 14:56 remaining.
LU failed to curtail the VCU offensive assault and with
12:27 to play, VCU enjoyed a 16-point margin.
Senior Saundra Bridges, who had a game high 21 points,
along with Yates then took control for the Flames and in
time brought them back to within two.
LU then pulled within one on a jump shot by Bridges and
took the lead for thefirsttime on two free throws by point
guard Kristi Mercer.
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AIR ARTIS - Curtis Artis jumps two chairs en rout to a dunk.

Price enrolls at Liberty
Former E.C. Glass basketball star
and Virginia Union basketball player
Vincent Price has enrolled at Liberty
University for the spring semester.
Price, academically ineligible to play
during the first semester at Virginia
Union, enrolled for spring classes two
weeks ago. Price, a 6-foot-7 forward
said he needed a change in social
climate.
"I got tired of living up there (in
Richmond)," Price said. "Playing basketball was OK, but there was too
much partying going on. I knew that
I needed to get away from it."
Since Price played in two games as
a reserverightafter the end of the first
semester, he will only have one year
of eligibility left. He'll be able to play
at the beginning of the spring semester next year.
•••
The finals of the Intramural Slam
Dunk Contest were held on Jan. 24th
at halftime of the Appalachian StaleLiberty basketball game.

The winner as determined by the
crowd was Curtis Artis, who had a
slam over two chairs that brought the
house down. John Pyke was awarded
second place in the contest,
i n

The top three teams in the Schick
Super Hoops Three-on-Three Basketball Competition will compete in a
tournament in Washington D.C. on
Jan. 29th.
The following are the teams that finished first:
Moving In Stereo: Jason Pepper, Brad
Skaggs, Dennis Franjer and Jon Bobbey.
Douros: Rich Lambert, Rich
DuValle, Tony George and Tommy
Douros.
The Mishaps: Lori Allen, Karen
Gouch, G wen Church and Robin Spry.

Intramural Sports will sponsor
Table Tennis Tournaments at the
Student Center beginning Feb. 6th.

Mercer, who was also instrumental in the comeback
with 20 points, picked up her fifth foul at the 3:20 mark
and left the game with LU leading by five.
"Kristi fouling out hurt us," said GoaoV'We lost some of
our momentum when she sat down."
VCU took advantage of this loss of momentum and
eventually tied the score 76-76 on two free throws by
Lorraine Ellison after a Stephanie Cox foul.
On the successive possession, the Flames turned the ball
over with 1 Sseconds left and were forced to foul, sending
Ellison to the line again to shoot a one-and-one. She made
one of two giving VCU a one-point lead.
A jump ball was called on the rebound of Ellison's
missed foul shot, with possession going to VCU.
Once the ball was in bounds, Sondra Fox quickly fouled
Burik with S seconds left sending her to line for a oneand-one. She missed the front end, and LU was able to
control the rebound but were unable to score giving VCU
the narrow victory.
Even though they suffered a loss, Coach Goad was
happy with his team's effort and the experience they
gained from playing a tough team.
"A win over VCU would have been big," he related.
"Again, it was just a matter of freshmen competing
against seniors."
LU (76)
Bridges, 9-213-6 21; Mercer, 5-147-8 20; Cox, 3-10
0-1 7; White, 2-6 0-0 4; Yates, 6-11 8-14 20; Fox, 04 2-2 2; Wooten, 0-0 0-0 0; lngalls,1-1 0-0 2;
Beardslee, 0-1 0-0 0. Totals: 26-68, 20-31, 76.
VCU (77)
Jackson, 4-61-311; Hoover, 9-14 2-5 20; Warner,
3-6 0-0 6; Stielper, 4-9 2-2 10; Hecht, 3-7 0-3 6;
Speakman, 0-0 0-0 0; Burik, 5-8 0-0 10; Sernak, 12 0-0 2; Ellison, 1-3 3-4 5; Moss, 1-2 0-0 2; Gentry,
0-1 2-2 2; Williams, 1-21-2 3. Totals 32-60,11-21,
77.
Halftime-VCU, 34; LU, 29.3-point goals-LU, 4-15
(Bridges, 0-6; Mercer, 3-7; Cox, 1-2); VCU, 2-4 (
Jackson, 2-2; Hoover 0-1; Semak ,0-1). Fouled outMercer.

Indoor season prepares teams for outdoor season
By JIM MCCLAUGHLIN

tic in spite of the fact that three key
athletes: Gerald Swann (indoor/outdoor MVP), Henry Elliot and Mason
Women's Track Coach Ron Hopkins King, are sitting out the indoor season.
and Men's Coach Brant Tolsma agree With the Flames leaving the MDAC,
that the indoor track season is largely Tolsma feels that winning the confera preparation period for the outdoor ence is important. If the team is going
season.
to compete well among tougher comThe goal for the men's indoor sea- petition, such as that offered by the
son, says Tolsma, is to repeat as Southern Conference, it should disMason-Dixon Athletic Conference play somedegreeof dominance among
champs. He feels this goal is realis- its present opponents.

Sports Reporter

Liberty dominated the conference
last year winning indoor and outdoor
by a total of approximately ISOpoints,
and Tolsma feels the team is fairly
strong in all events this year.
The Lady Flames have yet to compete because of cancellations. Their
first meet is a Feb. 3 triangular
againslNavy.Mt. St. Mary's and Mary
Washington. Hopkins plans to use
the indoor season to evaluate the team's
strengths and weaknesses.

